
                 The K.C. Collection- Motorcycles, Memorabilia, and Harley Davidson Parts Jackpot! 
 

They say that beauty is in the eye of the beholder. For a motorcycle collector, there is nothing 
more beautiful and valuable than that motorcycle part that they have been looking for years to find to 
finish that project. It’s rusty gold to a collector. Collectors are always wondering when they drive by 
that old barn, “What is behind those doors?” The K.C. Collection is one of those hidden treasures that 
is now being offered for the 1st time to collectors.  The collection is full of treasured motorcycles, 
memorabilia, and hundreds if not thousands of vintage Harley Davidson and along with Indian 
motorcycle parts. The K.C. Collection was contained in 8 Containers packed to the doors with 
hundreds if not thousands of vintage motorcycle parts, mostly Harley Davidson. The K.C. Collection 
has been accumulated from around the U.S. and many pieces from such collections as the M.F. Eagan 
Vintage Motorcycle from Santa Paula, California and early Harley Davidson parts from the Leon 
Landry Collection from the East Coast. There literally is everything from Handlebars to Motors and 
frame, primarily Harley Davidson.  

Many of the collection was a part of the M.F. Eagan Vintage Motorcycle Collection. M.F. Eagan 
was a legendary motorcyclist recognized worldwide for his Custom Motorcycles and Vintage Harley 
Davidson parts catalogs. He would travel the US looking for vintage Harley Davidson parts along with 
other makes including Indian and more. M.F. Eagan was a notable figure in the 1960’s and 1970’s 
California Hotrod and Motorcycle scene with his custom builds. He could be seen with many well-
known customizers like Von Dutch. Hundreds of the parts from his collection have made their way 
into the K.C. Collection and will be sold No Reserve and most for only onsite bidders. The K.C. 
Collection has everything that you need to finish that rare project from the 1910’s to 1970’s.  

The collection isn’t only packed full of vintage motorcycle parts but gas pumps, posters, 
motorcycle toys, and much more. For those looking for a project motorcycle or complete motorcycle, 
the collection has some great motorcycles. One of the highlights is a 1940 Indian Four project that is a 
rare gem to find and its sister, a 1947 Indian Chief that is in its plain clothes. Harley Davidson is the 
primary focus of this collection and has a beautiful 1947 Harley Davidson Servi-car, 1965 Harley 
Davidson Motorcycle, 1964 Harley Davidson Motorcycle, but also Triumphs, and more. The K.C. 
Collection has many rare and hard to find parts including a RARE WWII Harley Davidson XA 
Experimental frame and part. Many Harley Davidson motors including a 1936 Harley Davidson motor 
and many more Rare Harley Davidson parts. Everything you need to finish that project or a swappers 
paradise.  

The K.C. Collection will be sold No Reserve at the Missouri State Fairgrounds in Sedalia, 
Missouri on January 22nd, 2022 at 9:30am and go till we are done. The auction is LIVE Onsite with 
Online bidding, but if you want the bulk of the rare motorcycle parts, bidders must be onsite! 
Hundreds of those rare Harley Davidson motorcycle parts will be for onsite bidders only. It’s going to 
be a big day and we are still emptying containers and who knows what else we will find. So, for more 
info, pictures, catalog, and more www.vanderbrinkauctions.com and see you at the K.C. Collection 
auction in Sedalia, Missouri on January 22nd, 2022.  
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